
Novelty Betting Rules

1 General  Novelty  Betti ng Rules

1.1 Location

All  bets  are  placed  and received  in  the  Northern  Territory  and  accordingly,  all  transactions  are
formed in the Northern Territory.

1.2 Closing of markets

Bets will be accepted up to the event start time or the actual start time, in the event of a delay,
where possible.  Apple iSports reserves the right to close a market earlier.  If a bet is inadvertently
accepted in respect of an event after its start time, the bet shall be deemed to have been made
invalidly and will be made void and refunded.

1.3 Resettlement

Apple iSports reserve the right to resettle an event where an error has occurred with the resulting
process or the dividends declared.  Where the resettlement is carried out 24 hours or more after the
initial settlement, customers will be notified.

1.4 Void Bets

If a bet is made void at any time, affected Multi-Bets will be recalculated excluding that leg

1.5 Results

All  novelty  bets  shall  be  settled based  on  the  official  declaration of  the  result  as  made by  the
relevant authority or as described in the rules for the event.  Where a participant is subsequently
disqualified or placings amended at a later date, for any reason, the official result as declared on the
day will stand.

Once  the  result  has  been  declared,  the  result  shall  not  be  affected  by  subsequent  protests  or
amendments to such results. 

Interim results posted online are indicative only, and bets shall only be resulted based on the final
results.

1.6 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred events

Rules around novelty events being abandoned, postponed or transferred are described in the rules
of the event.

1.7 Dead Heats

When a dead heat occurs, reduced returns may be awarded to all runners involved in the dead heat. 

The reduction in returns shall be dependent on the number of runners involved in the dead heat and
the number of places paid. 



For Fixed Odds bets, the reduced return shall be calculated as the face value of the bet divided by
the total number of runners involved in the dead heat. 

1.8 Novelty Specific Rules

The betting rules detailed in specific novelty rules take precedence over the general novelty betting
rules in this section.

1.9 Market Availability

The inclusion of markets in these rules does not mean that any specific market will be available at
every event.

1.10 All-In Betting

All_in betting applies to every novelty market unless specifically stated in the market description.

2 Electi ons

2.1 Next Incumbent

When betting is offered on Next Party Leader, Next Prime Minister, Next President or similar, odds
are offered All In, Run or Not, unless otherwise stated.  No bets will  be refunded for reasons of
ineligibility, failure to stand, withdrawal, or any other eventuality.

Temporary"  or  "caretaker"  leaders  installed  in  advance  of  any  scheduled  leadership  contest  or
official selection process will not count.  The winner of any such election or process will count as the
"Next Leader", irrespective.

2.2 Multibets

A political bet may be combined in a Multibet with selections taken from non-political  markets.
Multibets combining political bets from different jurisdictions may be accepted.

2.3 Results

Apple iSports may utilise projected information data and information to settle markets, for example
– Election returns, news projections, and early data may be used before official results are utilised to
settle markets.  Apple iSports reserve the right to resettle an event where an incorrect result is used.
Where the resettlement is carried out 24 hours or more after the initial settlement, customers will
be notified.

2.4 Dead heats

Dead-heat rules may apply when considering markets such as most seats.

2.5 Australia Politics

2.5.1 Party Win

Party Apple iSports pays on the party that is sworn in.  Apple iSports may settle wagers at the time of
swearing in.  Apple iSports may also utilise projected information data and information to settle



markets including news projections, and early data may before swearing in may be utilised to settle
markets.  Where relevant data from the Australian Electoral Commission will be used.

2.5.2 Other Markets

Additional information and rules for markets will be displayed in the market description.  Where
relevant data from the Australian Electoral Commission will be used.

2.5.3 Terminology

Coalition means the combined Liberal Party and National Party.

2.6 UK/European Politics

Bets on who will win the UK General Election will be based on the party that wins the most seats.
Additional  information and rules  for  other  UK Election markets  will  be  displayed in  the market
description.

2.7 US Politics:

2.8 Presidential Elections

2.8.1 Result

This  market will  be settled as the winner declared as the candidate that has the most Electoral
College votes.  If no Presidential candidate receives a majority of the Electoral College votes,  this
market  will  be settled on the person chosen as President  under the procedures set  out by  the
Twelfth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

2.8.2 Uncertainty of Result

This market will be settled once both the projected winner is announced by the Associated Press and
the  losing  candidate  concedes.   If  the  losing  candidate  does  not  concede,  or  if  there  is  any
uncertainty around the result (for instance, caused by recounts and/or potential legal challenges),
then the market will  be  settled on the winner decided by Congress,  on the date  on which the
Electoral College votes are counted in a joint session of Congress.  Apple iSports reserves the right to
wait for further official announcements before the market is settled.

2.8.3 No Election

The market will be void if an election does not take place in the year scheduled.  Bets will be made
void and refunded.

2.8.4 Change of role

If  there is  any material change to the established role or any ambiguity as to who occupies the
position, then Apple iSports may determine, using its reasonable discretion, how to settle the market
based on all the information available to it at the relevant time.  This may include making the market
void and refunding bets.

2.8.5 All In

Additional candidates may be added to this market on request.  If a candidate withdraws for any
reason, including death, all bets on the market will stand.



2.9 Presidential Election Candidate Nominations

2.9.1 All In

Markets offered for nominees for the President or Vice President of a U.S. Political party are all in
markets.  Selections for these markets may be added at any time, up until the final roll call at the
convention for the respective parties.

2.9.2 Nomination Candiadates

Party nominees for President and/or Vice President will  be settled based off the candidate who
attains the requisite number of delegates at the respective party’s National convention, and will be
settled according to the final roll call at these conventions.

Should a nominee for President and the Vice President change following these conventions due to
any  circumstance,  the  market  will  remain  settled  as  per  the  nominee  selected  at  the  official
nominating conventions.

3 Entertainment

3.1 Markets

These markets on non-sporting events include but are not limited to

 Beauty Pageants
 Reality Television programs 
 Poker Tournaments

3.2 Single Bets

Bets on these 'Special' markets are available as single wagers only and may not be included in a
Multibet unless otherwise stated in the information included in the market description.

3.3 Rules and conditions

The rules relating to each market will be included in the market description.

3.4 Maximum Payout

The maximum payout on any bet is $10,000 unless otherwise stated in the market description.

3.5 Cancelled Events

When  an  event  does  not  take  place  or  is  cancelled,  all  bets  on  the  event  are  made  void  and
refunded.

3.6 TV Shows

If the event isn’t broadcast for the first time in the year it was first scheduled to be held , bets will be
made void and refunded.  When information regarding results is published before broadcast bets
made after the publication of results will be made void and refunded.



4 e-Sports

4.1 Results

All e-Sports bets will be settled in accordance with the official results of the event as declared by the
official organiser, administrator or governing body and published on their website.  All decisions of
relevant e-Sports officials stand.

4.2 Maps

4.2.1 Number of Maps

Where the e-Sports match involves Maps, e-Sports matches can be played best of 1, 2, 3 or more
Maps depending on the e-Sport  and tournament with the winner of  the match (match betting)
winning more Maps.  A draw will occur if each team win an equal number of Maps and dead-heat
rules may apply.

4.2.2 Map Changes

If there is a change in the number of Maps to be played from originally scheduled, all bets will be
made void and refunded except for match bets and first Map bets and any other market where the
result has already been determined.

4.3 Errors

Apple iSports makes every effort to ensure that no errors are made in listing e-Sports player and
team names.  All bets will stand where it reasonably practicable that the misspelled player/team
name refers to the correct player/team.  If there is an obvious error then markets may be made void
and bets refunded.

4.4 Retirement & Disqualifications

If  an  e-Sports  race,  tournament,  match  or  Map  is  not  completed  due  to  retirements  or
disqualifications,  all  bets  will  be  void  except  those  bets  where  the  result  has  already  been
determined

All bets will stand on a retired or disqualified player except where the e-Sports race, tournament,
match or Map is not completed.

4.5 Abandonment, Postponement & Cancellation:

4.5.1 Postponed Events

When an event is postponed from its original scheduled date and the event is rescheduled within
two calendar days of its original time all bets will stand.  Otherwise, bets will be made void and
refunded and refunded.

4.5.2 Cancellation

If an e-Sports event does not take place or is cancelled, all bets will be made void and refunded.



4.5.3 Abandonment

If an event is abandoned or not completed, all bets will be made void and refunded unless the result
has already been determined.

4.6 Start Time

Any bets placed after the earlier of the official start time of the e-Sports event or the actual start
time if started early will be made void and refunded.  This Rule does not apply to live betting.

4.7 Player or Team Changes

4.7.1 Withdrawal

If a player of an individual e-Sport withdraws prior to the start of their first race or match, all bets on
that player will be made void and refunded.

4.7.2 Substitutes

If there is a replacement player or substitute for any team in a e-Sport event all bets will stand.

4.7.3 Team Changes

If an e-Sport team name changes but the roster or team members remain the same, all bets will
stand.

4.8 Malfunction

4.8.1 Incomplete

If a race, match or Map is officially determined to be a draw due to a connectivity or technical issue
(or  similar  reason),  all  live  bets  on  the  respective  race,  match  or  map  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

4.8.2 Restart

If  a  race,  match or  Map is  stopped and restarted from the beginning with  the approval  or  the
relevant administrator or official due to connectivity or technical issues which are not player related,
then all undecided markets will be made void and refunded.

4.8.3 Replay

If a race, match or Map is replayed, all live betting on the original race, match or Map will be voided.

4.9 Match Betting

If a Draw occurs bets are made void and refunded.

4.10 Tournament Match Betting

In  a  match  involving  only  two  teams/players,  both  teams/players  must  start  the  match  in  the
tournament for bets to stand.  If both players progress to the same round of the tournament, all bets
will be made void and refunded.

4.11 First Markets



4.11.1First Kill/Blood Market

Bets will be settled based on the winner being the participant that is able achieve the first kill in the
respective Map.

4.11.2First Inhibitor

Bets will be settled based on the winner being the participant that destroys the first Inhibitor in the
relevant Map.

4.11.3First Dragon/Baron

Bets will be settled based on the winner being the participant that kills the first dragon/baron in the
relevant Map.  If no dragon/baron is killed in the relevant Map and there isn’t a No Dragon/Baron
selection in the market all bets will be made void and refunded.

4.11.4Dota 2: First Aegis Market

Bets will be settled based on the winner being the team that picks up the first Aegis of the respective
Map.  If the Aegis is not picked up at all in a Map and there isn’t a No Aegis selection in the market,
this market will be made void and all bets cancelled.

4.12 2-Way Most Kills

Bets will be settled based on which team records the most kills in the relevant Map.  If teams are
tied on the same number of kills and there isn’t a draw selection in the market all bets will be made
void and refunded.

4.13 FIFA

4.13.1Match Betting 3-Way

Regular time only inclusive of injury time.  Extra Time & Penalties do not count.  If the outcome is a
draw all bets the Draw selection is the winner.

4.13.2Match Betting 2-Way

Regular time only inclusive of injury time.  Extra Time & Penalties do not count.  If the outcome is a
draw all bets will be made void and refunded.

4.13.3Double Chance

A double chance bet allows two of the three possible outcomes in a single bet.

 Home team and draw
 Away team and draw
 Home team and away team – Lossin bet if a draw

5 Glossary of  Terms

AEDT - Australia Eastern Daylight Time.



AEST - Australia Eastern Standard Time.

AET – Australian Eastern Time refers to a geographical area where the time changes twice yearly as
Daylight Saving (DST) begins and ends.

All In - A betting proposition where no refunds are given for withdrawals regardless of whether or
not a particular runner starts or completes the event on which the bet is placed.  All bets stand, no
refunds are payable, and no deductions are applied to winning bets.

Bet Receipt - A receipt that includes a bet ticket number issued when the bet is placed.

Boxed Bet – Where possible combined outcomes are chosen in an exotic bet.

Combinations - The number of individual bets in an exotic bet.

Dead Heat - Two or more runners officially declared to have finished equal is considered a dead
heat.  This applies to both winners and place-getters in a single race.  The payout is divided by the
number of paying positions.

Decimal Odds – The odds shown include the amount of the original stake.

Each Way - A bet where there is an equal stake for a Win Bet and a Place Bet.

Exacta - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second selections are selected in the correct
order.

Exotic Bet – A bet that pays on a combination of results in a market or related markets.

First Four - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second, third and fouth place-getters are selected
in the correct order.

Fixed Odds - Odds offered on selection within a betting event.  They are fixed at the time that the
bet is placed and do not change after the bet has been placed, regardless of market fluctuations.
When there is a late scratching the payout may be reduced.  See Final Field and Deduction.

Flexi-Bet -  An  exotic  or  multi  bet  that  has  the  same  amount  staked  for  each  combination  of
selections.

Fractional Odds – The odds shown are multiplied by the stake before adding the stake back in to
obtain the return.

Futures –In sport, any bet that is made in advance of single event markets and whether or not a
particular competitor or team or member of a team starts or completes the event on which a bet is
placed, all bets stand and no refunds will be payable.

In-Play – An In-Play bet is wager placed on an event that is currently in progress.  These events are
described as having Live Betting available.

Multi-Bet - A bet that contains two or more selections from different markets.  A Multi-Bet cannot
have selections where one part of the bet contributes to the outcome of another.



Odds - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.

Official Result - The result as determined by the official governing body for the sport.

Official Start Time - The time stated by the controlling body for the relevant event.

Payout - Gross monetary result of a winning bet.  This amount includes the stake.

Place – A selection that finishes in a place paying position.

Place Bet - A bet placed on a participant to place.  The number of places paid will be displayed next
to the event title of the market and will be visible in the bet slip.  Some events may have different
markets with different place paying positions.

Price - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.

Profit - The return of a winning bet, less the bet cost i.e. the net earnings on a bet.

Quinella - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second place-getters in any order are selected.

Return - See Payout.

Runner - A participant in an event.

Scratchings - A selection withdrawn from an event.

Selection - The participant chosen as part of the bet placed.

Stake - The monetary outlay by the client in placing a bet.   See Flexi-Bet.

Tote Betting -  A bet type in which all  stakes are placed into a totalisator pool.   The dividend is
calculated from the total amount wagered in the pool and the total number of winning tickets after
the official race result is known.  Dividends are rounded down and declared after the tote takeout
has been deducted from the pool.  Apple iSports offers tote derivative markets.

Trifecta - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second and third place getters are selected in the
correct order.

Win Bet - A bet placed on a selection to win in an event.

Win Limits -  Includes all  winnings  derived from wagers placed by  individual  or  entity,  or  group
deemed to be acting on behalf of any one individual or entity, on the individual events, regardless of
whether the event is included as an element of a multiple, a group of multiples, or as a single wager.
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